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Maybe start with SDTM datasets, then 
switch the source to ADaM datasets once available to take advantage of derived flag variables

➢Can be dependent on:

How fully developed are sponsor defined SDTM 
versus  ADaM standards

The timing of when the sponsor develops their ADaM
datasets relative to when it is desired to be able to 
generate the narrative

How much derived data (only present in ADaM) is 
desired to be included in the narrative
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➢Studies mapped to newer versions of CDISC standards may map to 
different domains or use different  CT

For example:

Older studies may map primary cause of death to SUPPDS whereas studies mapped to SDTMIG 3.2 and 
higher may map it to the DD domain (automation can look for both)

➢Sponsor defined standards may similarly evolve
Sponsors should factor in tool dependencies when considering sponsor defined version changes   

➢ As studies use newer standards after the automation is in

➢ place, automation adjustments may be needed



➢Priority needs to be given to developing standards for any 
piece of data which will be used by an automated tool

▪ This includes standardizing mapping to:
✓Domains

✓Variables

✓Controlled Terminology

✓SUPPQUALs (subset of Controlled Terminology) 



Why solid sponsor 
defined SDTM/ADaM 
standards are critical



✓The data points

✓ The text to be wrapped around those data points

✓ Any conditions which should result in alternate text

✓A description of the  data points





Clinical Development

Biostatistics

Biostatisticsresponsible 
for writing the 

narratives 

to ensure all 
specifications 

have been 
covered

to advise 
on logic 

rules



Examples:

Date imputation rules 

Logic for selecting events/interventions:

“during”

“prior”

“after”

“at baseline”

“ongoing”



Therapeutic Area

Type of data collected in a study
E.g., hospitalizations, autopsy, substance use, tumor response…

Study design
E.g., single dose/multi dose, has follow-up, open label/blinded…

Clinical events of interest
E.g., signs and symptoms, vital signs, abnormal labs…

Disease under study
E.g., background medications, diagnosis differences… 
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Why AE narrative 
templates need to be 
air tight



Not in 
the study 
data

Discretionary
How to find 
in the study 
data

Display

instead

e.g., to select 
subjects 

discontinuing 
within x number 
of days after last 

dose

Tell it: The value 
of x.

e.g., whether to 
display a 

statement about 
the cohort

---or---
which criteria to 

use to select 
subjects/events

Tell it

e.g., to display “last 
drug prior to”

Tell it: When you 
see EXTRT of MIR99 

display instead 
Miracle Drug 99.   

e.g., to display “all 
disease under 

study 
medications”

Tell it: What’s the 
value of CMCAT to 
use to find these?





Why enabling study 
specific input is 
necessary



➢Metadata for the data points around which text is wrapped in 
the narrative

➢Conceptually similar to CDISC SDTMIG metadata:





Why datapoint metadata 
is an automation 
development linchpin



❑ correctly pulls in the data as intended

❑ can generate multiple versions of narrative templates

❑ can accept study specific user entry to control the data 
and display

❑ missing data and/or source data which fails to meet 
standards does not cause malfunction

❑ produces helpful error messages identifying issues with 
the source data

❑ provides a user-friendly user interface

❑ Can be run by the clinical group responsible for writing 
the AE Narrative without any programmer intervention



What to look for in an 
implementation 
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